African American women are affected by earlier onset of age-associated health deteriorations and obesity disproportionally, but little is known about the mechanism linking body mass index (BMI) and biological aging among this population. DNA methylation age acceleration (DNAm AA), measuring the difference between DNA methylation age and chronological age, is a novel biomarker of the biological aging process, and predicts aging-related disease outcomes. The present study estimated cross-tissue DNA methylation age acceleration using saliva samples from 232 African American mothers. Cross-sectional regression analyses were performed to assess the association of BMI with DNAm AA. The average chronological age and DNA methylation age were 31.67 years, and 28.79 years, respectively. After adjusting for smoking, hypertension diagnosis history, and socioeconomic factors (education, marital status, household income), a 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI is associated with 0.14 years increment of DNAm AA (95% CI: (0.08, 0.21)). The conclusion: in African American women, high BMI is independently associated with saliva-based DNA methylation age acceleration, after adjusting for smoking, hypertension, and socioeconomic status. This finding supports that high BMI accelerates biological aging, and plays a key role in age-related disease outcomes among African American women.
Introduction
Approximately 39.8% of U.S. adults (age ≥ 20) are affected by obesity (body mass index, BMI ≥ 30 kg/m 2 ) and adult obesity prevalence has increased from 30.5% to 39.6% between [2003] [2004] and 2015-2016 [1] . Overall, women (41.5%) have a higher prevalence of obesity than men (38%). Among women, the prevalence of obesity is the highest among non-Hispanic African Americans (46.8%) compared with all other races and Hispanic origins [1] . Obese individuals have an increased
Results
The present study included 232 African American mothers with complete measures of DNAm AA, BMI, demographic information and health history. As shown in Figure 1 , chronological age was strongly correlated with DNAm Age (r = 0.77; p < 0.001). Table 1 summarizes sample characteristics and results of regression analysis of factors related to DNAm AA. The DNA methylation age (28.79 ± 6.75 years) was younger than the chronological age (31.67 ± 5.70 years) among our participants. The mean BMI was 29.69 kg/m 2 (standard deviation of 8.25) with 58 overweight individuals (25.00%) and 102 obese individuals (43.97%). 53 individuals (22.84%) identified as current cigarette smokers, and 47 individuals (20.26%) reported a previous diagnosis of hypertension.
In univariate regression analysis (Table 1) , we observed a statistically significant positive association between BMI and DNAm AA (0.15 years increase in DNAm AA per 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI (p-value < 0.001)). Obese individuals (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m 2 ) were 1.87 years "older" (95% CI: 0.59, 3.16) than normal/underweight individuals. On average, overweight (25 ≤ BMI < 30 kg/m 2 ) individuals were 1.00 years "older" (95% CI: −0.48, 2.47) than normal/underweight individuals.
However, we only observed a statistically significant difference between obese and normal weight individuals. Compared with individuals with no hypertension history, individuals with hypertension diagnosis were 1.49 years "older" measured by DNAm AA (95% CI: 0.11, 2.86). Mothers who identified themselves as current smokers were 0.73 years "younger" than non-smoker mothers, however, the association was not significant (95% CI: −2.05, 0.59). No significant associations were observed To better understand the association of BMI and DNAm AA, we fit BMI as the independent variable and DNAm AA as the dependent variable in a spline regression model. We observed that DNAm AA increases more rapidly per 1 kg/m 2 increment of BMI among participants with low BMI (BMI < 20 kg/m 2 ) and extremely high BMI (BMI > 40 kg/m 2 ). This suggested that the association of BMI and DNAm AA might be stronger in individuals of low or extremely high BMI ( Figure 2 ). hypertension diagnosis were 1.49 years "older" measured by DNAm AA (95% CI: 0.11, 2.86). Mothers who identified themselves as current smokers were 0.73 years "younger" than non-smoker mothers, however, the association was not significant (95% CI: −2.05, 0.59). No significant associations were observed between socioeconomic factors (education level, annual household income, and marital status) and DNAm AA.
To better understand the association of BMI and DNAm AA, we fit BMI as the independent variable and DNAm AA as the dependent variable in a spline regression model. We observed that DNAm AA increases more rapidly per 1 kg/m² increment of BMI among participants with low BMI (BMI < 20 kg/m²) and extremely high BMI (BMI > 40 kg/m²). This suggested that the association of BMI and DNAm AA might be stronger in individuals of low or extremely high BMI ( Figure 2 ). In multivariable analysis (Table 2) , we further examined whether the association of BMI and DNAm AA is independent of socioeconomic status, smoking status and hypertension history. After adjusting for socioeconomic status, a 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI is associated with a 0.16 years increment of DNAm AA (95% CI: 0.09 to 0.22). After further adjusting for smoking status and hypertension In multivariable analysis (Table 2) , we further examined whether the association of BMI and DNAm AA is independent of socioeconomic status, smoking status and hypertension history. After adjusting for socioeconomic status, a 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI is associated with a 0.16 years increment of DNAm AA (95% CI: 0.09 to 0.22). After further adjusting for smoking status and hypertension history, BMI remained positively associated with DNAm AA. (0.14 years increase in DNAm AA per 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI, (95% CI: 0.08 to 0.21).
Similar analyses were conducted to investigate the relationship between weight status and DNAm AA ( Table 2 ). As shown in Model 2 ( Table 2) , after adjusting for socioeconomic status, smoking status, hypertension history, and cell-type heterogeneity, obese and overweight individuals were 1.92 years (95% CI: 0.82 to 3.02) and 1.13 years (95% CI: −0.013 to 2.39) "older" than normal/underweight individuals. However, the difference was statistically significant only between obese and normal weight individuals.
A systematic search for BMI association with DNAm AA was conducted in the PubMed database using terms including: adult, BMI, weight, obesity, DNA methylation age, epigenetic age, and age acceleration. Out of five relevant studies (Table S1) , three studies estimated the association between continuous BMI and DNA methylation-related aging markers measured by Horvath's clock. As shown in Figure 3 , when all three studies including buccal, blood, and liver tissues were combined, BMI was positively associated with accelerated aging measured by DNA methylation. Meta-analysis indicated that 1 unit (kg/m 2 ) increase in BMI was associated with 0.08 years acceleration in DNA methylation age (95% CI: 0.05 to 0.12). Due to difference in design, population, and tissue type, the associations with DNAm AA were relatively heterogeneous across studies (I 2 = 49%). 
Discussion
We reported a significant positive association between BMI and DNAm age acceleration using saliva samples from a cohort of African American mothers of at least one child aged three through five years. We also observed that this association was independent of smoking status, socioeconomic factors, and hypertension status. This positive association between BMI and accelerated epigenetic aging aligns with previous studies in different tissues and demographic groups [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In a subset of 4173 postmenopausal women from Women's Health Initiative (WHI) including 2045 Caucasians, 1192 African Americans, and 717 Hispanics, a statistically significant correlation between BMI and blood-based DNAm AA among African American (rExtrinsic DNAm AA = 0.05; rIntrinsic DNAm AA = 0.06) was reported. Longitudinal data from the WHI also suggested that a 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI over time is associated with 0.22 years increase in intrinsic epigenetic AA (βIntrinsic DNAm AA = 0.22), adjusted for the baseline IEAA, dataset, and ethnicity [21] . A similar association was reported in liver samples collected from a German study, where DNAm AA increased by 0.17 years per 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI [20] . In a British birth cohort consisting of 790 women, 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI was found to be 
We reported a significant positive association between BMI and DNAm age acceleration using saliva samples from a cohort of African American mothers of at least one child aged three through five years. We also observed that this association was independent of smoking status, socioeconomic factors, and hypertension status. This positive association between BMI and accelerated epigenetic aging aligns with previous studies in different tissues and demographic groups [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In a subset of 4173 postmenopausal women from Women's Health Initiative (WHI) including 2045 Caucasians, 1192 African Americans, and 717 Hispanics, a statistically significant correlation between BMI and blood-based DNAm AA among African American (r Extrinsic DNAm AA = 0.05; r Intrinsic DNAm AA = 0.06) was reported. Longitudinal data from the WHI also suggested that a 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI over time is associated with 0.22 years increase in intrinsic epigenetic AA (β Intrinsic DNAm AA = 0.22), adjusted for the baseline IEAA, dataset, and ethnicity [21] . A similar association was reported in liver samples collected from a German study, where DNAm AA increased by 0.17 years per 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI [20] . In a British birth cohort consisting of 790 women, 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI was found to be positively associated with 0.085 (95% CI: 0.014 to 0.156) years increase in ∆age in buccal tissue, and 0.044 (95% CI: −0.065 to 0.154) years increase in ∆age for blood tissue [17] . A prospective cohort study nested within the Melbourne Collaborative Cohort collected blood samples from 2818 participants, and observed higher DNAm AAs in overweight (BMI ≥ 25) and obese individuals (BMI ≥ 30) compared with lean individuals (BMI < 25) (β Overweight vs. Lean = 0.40 years; β Obesity I vs. Lean = 0.15 years; β Obesity II & III vs. Lean = 2.38 years) [19] . Similar to previous studies, data from the Young Finns Study indicated that BMI is positively associated with ∆age measured in blood tissues in middle-age individuals (r = 0.28). However, this study failed to observe this association among young adult and the nonagenarian populations [18] . Despite heterogeneous findings from studies with different designs, demographic characteristics, and tissue types, meta-analysis ( Figure 3 ) of these studies suggests there is a positive cross-tissue association between BMI and DNAm AA.
Comparing results from previous reports and the meta-analysis, we observed a slightly larger estimated effect of BMI on DNAm AA in the present study (0.14 years increment in DNAm AA per 1 kg/m 2 increase in BMI (95% CI: 0.08 to 0.21). Additionally, our findings in the correlation between BMI and DNA methylation age acceleration in saliva (r = 0.28) ( Figure 2 ) is weaker than those reported for human liver (r = 0.42), but stronger than those for blood (0.02 ≤ r ≤ 0.08) [20, 21, 24] . Such tissue-dependent correlations suggest that the DNAm AA estimate may not be completely consistent across tissue types. Furthermore, unlike most of the previous studies in which most enrolled participants were older adults, our study population consists of younger African American women only [20, 21] . This association and/or correlation might be dependent on age, sex, and ethnicity.
Moreover, examination of BMI categories revealed an increase of DNAm AA across higher weight groups. This trend is consistent with findings from a prospective cohort study nested within the Melbourne Collaborative Cohort, using blood samples from 2818 participants. Higher DNAm AA was observed in overweight (BMI ≥ 25) and obese individuals (BMI ≥ 30) compared with lean individuals (BMI < 25) [19] .
Our observation that hypertension is significantly associated with accelerated epigenetic aging, is also consistent with other studies [25, 26] . Results for self-reported smoking status and DNA methylation age acceleration are also consistent with three recent reports that did not observe any significant association [27] [28] [29] . We investigated the association between DNAm AA and three socioeconomic factors (i.e., annual household income, marital status, education level). Consistent with other studies, we did not observe a significant association between educational attainment and DNAm AA [30] [31] [32] . However, our null findings in income and marital status contrast with results from a study of a U.S. sample of middle age African American women, where significant associations were observed between low incomes, marital status, and advanced epigenetic aging estimated by Hannum's clock [30] . InterGEN participants have limited variation of socioeconomic status, which may restrict the power to identify the association with DNAm AA.
This cohort of young African American mothers had an average ∆Age of -2.41 years and a median DNAm AA of -0.14 years (i.e., younger DNAm age than chronological age). They appear to be epigenetically "younger" despite the high burden of numerous health risk factors. It is possible that this demographic group, young African American females, were not well represented in the training of the DNAm age algorithm. Further calibration of the DNAm AA algorithm may be needed after additional validation of this finding. In fact, African Americans had lower DNAm age acceleration than Caucasians in a recent multi-ethnic study [33] .
The present study investigated a novel biological aging marker, DNAm AA, among African American mothers, who tend to suffer higher prevalence of chronic disease risk factors and shorter 7 of 10 life expectancy compared to other ethnic groups. Although this population has not developed many age-related disease outcomes, our results suggested that higher BMI and obesity may play a key role in acceleration of biological aging, even among younger age groups. Saliva samples, which consist of leukocytes and endothelial cells, have limited capability to study cell-type specific epigenetic mechanisms linked to disease etiology; however, saliva samples offer a valid and convenient DNA source for biological aging research in population studies. Our findings are based on a cross-sectional design. Thus, future studies are warranted to further understand the relationship between DNAm AA and high BMI, particularly across broader demographic groups in the context of environmental and behavioral factors. Identification of factors that increase or decrease DNAm AA will be critical for the development of interventions to reduce the impact of age-related diseases on health-related quality of life in African American women.
Materials and Methods

Study Sample
The InterGEN study is a longitudinal cohort study based in Southwest and Central Connecticut that examines the independent and interaction effects of genomic and environmental factors on blood pressure among African American mother-child dyads. The study procedures were reviewed and approved by New York University's institutional Review Board (approval #1311012986, 18 April 2018). A total of 250 African American mothers and their biological children were recruited with written consent. Eligibility criteria include women who (a) speak English, (b) are 21 years of age or older, (c) self-identify as African American or Black, (d) have no active psychological or cognitive impairment that would impair their ability to reliability report on their or their children's experiences, and (e) have a biological child aged 3-5 years. Detailed study procedures have been previously described [7, 15] . In brief, members of a trained research team collect saliva samples, height and weight measurements, and blood pressure readings for both mothers and children. Demographic and socioeconomic information, psychological measures, and health history are obtained from mothers using audio self-assisted interviewing software. Researchers collect the clinical data and psychological measures during the baseline visit and three follow-ups approximately 6 months apart over the 2-year span. Data collected at baseline are included in the present study.
Phenotypes
BMI is calculated from height and weight as the weight (in kg) divided by the height (in m) squared. BMI category was assigned to each individual according to the World Health Organization standard: underweight (<18.5 kg/m 2 ), normal weight (18.5-24.9 kg/m 2 ), overweight (25.0-29.9 kg/m 2 ), obese (≥30.0 kg/m 2 ) [34] . Smoking was categorized as current smokers or non-current smokers. Marital status was classified into married, single, or other (divorced, separated, widowed, living with but not married to a significant other). Individuals were classified as a college graduate or no college degree according to self-report. Annual household income was grouped into <$15,000, or ≥$15,000.
DNA Methylation Profiling and Data Processing
Genome-wide DNA methylation was profiled in saliva samples from 250 African American women using the Illumina Infinium Methylation EPIC (850 K) BeadChip, which quantifies DNA methylation at over 850,000 CpG dinucleotides with near complete coverage of known genes. Fluorescent signals from the M (methylated) and U (unmethylated) probes were measured and used to determine DNA methylation level (β = max (M,0) /(|U| + |M| + 100)) for each CpG site. Using detection p-value threshold of 0.001 for each CpG site, we excluded DNA methylation sites of which missing genotype call rate was above 10%. Additional quality control procedures of DNA methylation data have been described previously, including probe-level quality control and normalization [22, 35] . We calculated DNAm Age for each individual using the saliva-based DNAm data and Horvath cross-tissue epigenetic clock based on age-related CpGs [16] . A total of 28,587 CpG sites from the cleaned 850 K methylation chip data were used to calculate the DNAm age, to estimate tissue type, and to predict sex by an online age calculator [7] . DNAm AA, a measure of age acceleration, is defined as the residual term of a univariate model regressing estimated DNAm Age on chronological age.
Statistical Analysis
We excluded individuals flagged with inconsistent prediction sex, and/or unrealistic estimated DNAm Age (|Chronological Age -DNAm Age| > 20, likely sample swapped between mother and child dyad). In addition, individuals with missing information on covariates were excluded. The final sample for the DNAm age analysis included 232 African American mothers. We conducted multiple linear regression analyses to evaluate the association between DNAm AA and BMI considering a range of covariates, which were selected based on prior studies of DNAm AA and availability in the InterGEN study [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 24, 25, 36] . We compared DNAm AA across BMI categories, adjusting for smoking, household income, education, marital status, hypertension diagnosis, and cell-type heterogeneity using a reference free method [37] . We also investigated the linear relationship between BMI and DNAm AA using spline regression analysis. All analyses were conducted in R studio with R version 3.4.3.
Conclusions
In African American women, high BMI and obesity are independently associated with saliva-based DNA methylation age acceleration, after adjusting for smoking, hypertension, and socioeconomic status. This finding supports that high BMI accelerates biological aging. Epigenetics can be a key molecular mechanism linking obesity and age-related disease outcomes among African American women. 
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